Originally constructed in 1960, the Delta Gamma Executive Offices provide a central hub in support of Delta Gamma chapters across the country. In 1990, an addition was built to expand outreach and provide a place, fondly known as the Martin Center, for Delta Gamma members to gather. As the organization continues to grow in its mission and service, a 13,500 square foot building addition will provide a home for the treasured Archive Collection and an expanded Leadership Training Center.

As Delta Gamma expands its physical presence, so they also grow in the ability to welcome more people and share the rich culture and distinctive strengths of the organization. Through the building addition, Delta Gamma honors their history while looking forward to the future. The existing Executive Offices and new building addition showcase the evolution of Delta Gamma while supporting continued operations and providing benefit to the greater organization.

**Capital Initiatives Pillar Recognition**

**Opportunities for gifts $25,000 or above:**

**Available Now - Phase I:**
Leadership Training Center and Archives Museum

**Available Fall 2023 - Phase II:**
Executive Offices and Martin Center

**Available Early 2024 - Phase III:**
Archive Galleries and Exterior Hardscapes